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                                                                    Role Status 

 

It is important to understand ways in how the “social-self” evolves to new roles within               

the global-network community. Conducted research studies in the past have sough to            

understand these self-verification strategies, that integrate concepts of the self to later influence             

attitudes and guide behavior. According to Chen et al., people tend to seek “self-verification”              

from others, and then reflect upon that “self-knowledge,” to the degree in how such              

understandings may be considered valid (2006). Self-verification research has focused mainly           

on self-definition, or an individual's’ desire to verify conceptions of themselves as unique or              

contributing members of a social group (Chen et al., 2006). Therefore, this study examines what               

are those self-verification strategies? With regard to a person’s beliefs about specific attributes             

that may characterize him or herself as a interoperable community members (i.e., collective             

self-view) rather than themselves as an independent individual (i.e., individual self-view)(2006).           

The research questions asked are, “what influences the collective self-verification process among            

members of a group?” and “what are some long-term group related correlates of             

self-verification?” 

Interestingly, It has already been hypothesized that self–verification techniques would          

be more prominent in individuals who desire to verify conceptions of themselves while             

interacting in social stimulated environments. Another hypothesis refers to the long-term effects            

of self-verification or those beliefs about one’s ever changing characteristics within a given             

group. Chen et al., assume that the saliency (i.e., or centrality) of shared cognitive attribute               

determines the degree to which that self-view is perceived. This hypotheses speaks to the              

generalizability of moderating effects that then attribute “centrality” or a ranking status of the              
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most meaningful attributes, then relative to the identification of the collective self-verification            

group strategy . 

Now let’s apply a cognitive perspective, Chen et al., (2006) defines this social             

phenomenon as self-verification theory and predicts that people seek to verify their            

collective self-views according to the cognitions stored in their memory. This helps stimulate a              

consistent and developing self-view. The cognitive perspective assumes that an individual's           

behaviors, thoughts, and feelings are constructed from self-selected perceptions of the           

environment in where one participates in. Chen et al., (2006) also assumes that individuals are               

reacting according to the social expectations that are represented by the members of a group               

(i.e., symbolic interaction). Those expectations are believed to influence how people negotiate            

their self (i.e., self-verification, self view). “The self” exists as part of a group, produced by share                 

common beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and emotions. 

The authors assessed/measured some collective self-verification strategies of the          

correspondence between self-reported ratings within in-group experiences, and rated them          

according to the most meaningful per in-group member (Chen et. al., 2006). Analysis was              

conducted on a sample of 54 men and 34 women at a public university, all self-identified as                 

Christianity. Participants were paired into pairs of two each, and elicited their own beliefs about               

shared attributes central to the group, and then any attributes thought to pertain to other               

members of this same team.  

The first hypothesis was supported. Chen et al., (2006) found that the average             

correlation between ratings of self and group members was significantly higher for participants             

who self- collectively reported high-centrality attributes (e.g., as a member, I am productive),             

compared to low-centrality attributes (e.g., as a member, I am unproductive). The next pair of               

hypothesis was about group membership and individual self-identification. They found that           
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higher group identification is associated with greater amount of verification strategy techniques            

(Chen et al., 2006). These findings speak to the generalizability of those moderating effects as               

“attribute centrality” and their impact on group identification and then collective           

self-verification. The findings also reveal that self-partner correspondence of the most salient            

group-desired attributes (e.g., productivity) predicted more dedication to the group in the long             

run (Chen et. al., 2006). Shared expectations and the degree to which such expectations are               

confirmed to be adopted by a group member (x), may increase the members dedication to the                

group in the long run, where (x) represents any member that is part of a group.                

Self-verification theory claims that an individual will participate in a group in order to verify               

their collective self-views, which can be shared or not shared by others. 

I do think the author’s theoretical findings are valid interpretations of the data. The              

findings from Chen’s research study was found to be consistent with that of other studies, that                

focused on the topic of collective self-verification patterns. For example, the authors revealed             

that when they replicated Chen et al., (2004) study, those findings were also consistent with               

Swann & Pelham’s study (2002). This method of collecting and analyzing data, concerning the              

self-verification process, has been replicated several times and generated similar results. The            

data was elicited by asking the participants about their thoughts and beliefs of the most salient                

group characteristics, which were used to compare to the correspondence between self-group            

ratings (Chen et. al., 2006). Such way of eliciting the information is valid because it structures                

existing beliefs and attributes about a group as a whole through a consensus analysis. This study                

contributes to my understanding of identity embedded into many “space domains” relative to all              

other social-identities. I understand from this study that the process of self-verification refines             

beliefs and concepts about one’s self based relative to the given membership about a selected               
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social category. Self-verification is a continuing cognitive process in where individuals seek to             

elevate perceptions of the self through social interaction (Chen et al., 2006). 

An alternative theoretical perspective that I would apply to this study would be the              

symbolic interactionist perspective. The symbolic interactionist perspective assumes symbols as          

representations of social expectations. By default, the self-verification process considers that an            

individual perceives themselves as a mutable object. Through refining the self-concept, the            

individual attributes meaning to the self that then influences how the self is represented in social                

settings. Therefore, symbolic interactionism would allow for a deeper understanding into how            

the self is empowered and functioning as a evolving symbol across social settings. My new               

hypothesis will predict that the self will seek to understand itself according to the setting,               

people, and those generalizations exposed to across time.  

In Self-enhancement Through Group and Individual Social Judgments, Kast, C.,          

Ransom, M. R., and Shelly, R. question whether individuals are motivated to embrace             

low-identification groups only when it is beneficial to their self-esteem (2011)? The hypothesis is              

that people’s judgments will vary depending on whether negative or positive traits are associated              

with the group as a whole. Another hypothesis specifically states that in situations in where               

participants are given negative group information, the individual will seek misidentification           

from the group. The next hypothesis assumes that when an individual is given negative              

information about a member, the individual would rate the member poorly, but yet include the               

group’s identity within the self. The last hypothesis predicts that when their is given positive               

information about the group and members, little or no difference would exist between the self               

ratings of active participants. 

Findings where written under guidance of the cognitive psychology . In like manner,            

Kast, C. et al., (2011) sought to understand how self-esteem is elevated by comparing one’s self                
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or group to others. That perspective was adopted by social identity theorists where it is assumed                

that individuals seek to understand categories (e.g., groups) using stereotypes and/or fallacious            

judgement. These stereotypes can lead subjects to exaggerate about the differences between            

categories and misview the similarities of some things across different social group statuses.             

Once these categories (i.e., groups) are then evaluated and included in the self, this is how we                 

can help develop a new sense of self-esteem. 

A total of 80 undergraduate students from Mid-Western University were included in the              

that research study. Student’s self-reported ratings of themselves, group, and then also of a              

selected fictional member, using a ten-point likert-type scale (Kast, C., et. al., 2011). Before the               

measure, false information about the group-individuals creativity, impulsivity, competence,         

likeability, and narrow-mindness was presented, according to the group-individual attributes          

that were assessed. Kast, C., et al., found that when participants are given negative group               

information they tend to distance themselves from the group by judging themselves            

encouragingly (2011). When they were given negative information about the participants,           

distanced themselves from the individual but not the group! The hypothesis were supported, it              

was revealed that judging members negatively and seeking group mobility are only strategies             

designed to maintain a positive self-concept (Kast, C., et. al., 2011). Although do others attain               

the same concept about ones self? 

Over the course of thirteen trials, participants were asked to self-report their preferences             

over their own judgments that attributed to the fictional character (i.e., Klee). These judgments              

were influenced by information that was presented to the participants prior to judging “Klee”.              

The data obtained reflected judgments made of Klee’s group as a fictional in-group member.              

This data made it possible for the authors to distinguish between participants who were given               

the negative or positive information. This elicited information generated results that were            
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distinguishable according to the strategies members used to elevate their self-esteem. This            

research contributes to my understanding of identity in that it emphasizes how the type of               

information we are exposed to may influence or self-enhancement seeking strategies. Regardless            

of our cognitions, we tend to evaluate the self-concept positively according to the information we               

have access to about individuals or groups. What if that information is skewed or false? Would                

the self-concept become affected or improved in some way ? 

 

                                                     Socio-Behavioral 

I think it would be smart to rather use the behavioral perspective in order to analyze                 

such phenomenon. The behavioral perspective assumes that explanation for human behavior           

should be based on observable behaviors rather than what an individual is thinking or hears               

from others. Kast et al., focuses too much on beliefs and judgments towards a member of a                 

group, or the group as a whole. But these judgments do not always influence behavior.               

Therefore, if one is to understand why social mobility is caused by negative judgments about a                

group or individual. Then we should seek to observe the rate at which individuals tend to seek                 

self-enhancing strategies as represented by their unique verbal or non-verbal types of            

communication.  

                                                      Bonus: Attached Article 

In The Power to Be Me: Power elevates self-concept consistency, and authenticity,             

Kraus, M. W., Chen, S., & Keltner, D. question how social power (i.e., enhanced control of                

environment & freedom of self-expression) impacts consistency in the self-concept (2011). They            

hypothesize that high power individuals will exhibit self-concept consistency relative to           

“low-power individuals.”  
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The perspective that was used in this article was the cognitive perspective. The data              

obtained was represented in form of reported self-descriptors. By default, this study also             

considers the cognitive process as a possible mediator between social power and feelings of              

authenticity (i.e., genuinity). The cognitive perspective assumes that individual’s cognitive          

processes intervene between external stimuli and behavioral responses. In this article, self-            

concept consistency (i.e., traits, motives, and goals consistent across contexts) are all believed to              

exist but cannot be observed. Therefore, the behavioral perspective has been applied to             

understand the  phenomenon. 

Three studies were conducted in where individuals were measured and manipulated for             

their self-descriptors and consistency of any self-concepts across social context settings.           

Throughout, the independent variables where ethnicity, extraversion, neuroticism, self-esteem,         

and well being (Kraus, M. et. al., 2011). This study measured trait levels of social power and                 

self-concept consistency by asking participants to self-report any the coherency of their            

self-descriptors. This study consisted of 105 participants from a public university. The sample             

was predominantly female, (n = 70) and consisted of 49 Asian Americans, 29 European              

Americans, 14 Latinos, and 4 African Americans. The second study measured the variability of              

those self-descriptors across social contexts using a survey. The sample consisted of 95 adults,              

57 of which were female, and 78 European American. The third study manipulated power,              

authenticity, using results from the first two studies. These manipulation checks asked            

individuals to self-report from questions asked using a 7-point, Likert-type scale. The sample             

consisted of 130 participants, which was mostly composed of females (n = 76) and European               

Americans (n = 107).  

 

                                                           Findings 
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The hypothesis was supported. These studies found less variability in trait ratings across             

social contexts for high-power individuals (Kraus, M. et. al., 2011). The last study confirmed              

that this noted variability significantly differed for low-power individuals, when high-power           

individuals self-reported a higher sense of authenticity due to their ability to keep thee              

self-concept consistent relative to low-power individuals.  

I don’t think that the author’s theoretical findings accurately represent the data that was              

analyzed. Throughout the general discussion, Kraus et al., (2011) mention that although the data              

seemed to confirm the hypothesis, the links between self-concept consistency and           

correspondence between the internal states as perceptions of behavior, are two distinct forms of              

consistency. Consistency of self-concept may not have been properly measured according to the             

types of questions that were asked. They also mention that because neural conditions were not               

directly observed (Kraus et al., 2011). They are not able to confirm whether self-concept              

consistency influences the degree to how power is invested within the individual self. Scary              

right? This research contributes to my understanding of socialization in that it emphasizes how              

one’s own traits, values, and goals generate a sense of authenticity for the self only. Especially                

when kept consistent across contexts. Instead, internalizing culture may help lead  success.  

                                               Alternative Relief 

 

An alternative theoretical perspective that I prefer is the symbolic interactionist            

perspective. This perspective assumes that a person’s behavior is constructed through a give and              

take during his or her interactions with others. Therefore the feeling of freely self-expressing              

oneself (i.e., behavior) has to be in accordance with the meaning attached to a surrounding               

context. I would predict that symbols not only convey influence, but also greatly determine              

whether or not self-concept remains consistent as affected by socially related expectations. 
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                                                          Discussion 

The articles are all complementary to one another. For the first article, we evaluated               

self-verification strategies and the process to how individuals seek to elevate perceptions of the              

self through social interaction as affected by cognitive processes. Thus, it pertained to the theme               

of how and why knowledge is acquired to refine the understanding of the self, whether genuine                

or not. The perspective used in this article was the cognitive perspective. The cognitive              

perspective assumes that a person’s behaviors, thought, and feelings are constructed from the             

perceptions of the situation in where the private-social individual participates.  

More after, the second article also uses this same perspective. For the second article, they               

found that when participants are given negative group information, they tend to instead distance              

themselves from the group by judging themselves encouragingly (vis-à-vis , lolzzz). This article            

also emphasizes that judging members negatively affects group mobility and also that those             

strategies are designed to maintain a positive self-concept. From both articles we understand             

that the mind mediates between environmental stimulus and behavioral responses. For           

example, for the first article, self-verification (i. e., behavior) was found to be affected by the                

degree to how a member includes the group’s identity within the self-concept. Whereas in the               

second article, self-enhancement was noted to be affected by group and individual judgments.  

Those judgments are influenced by stereotypes or attitudes, existing as cognitive           

categories that then influence changes in the self-esteem. Similarly, Kraus et al., found that              

individuals self-reported a higher sense of authenticity depending on their ability to keep their              

self-concept consistent across contexts, relative to low-power individuals (2011). When          

synthesizing all three articles into one idea, I conclude that although an individual can be judged                

and treated falsely according to any information that is shared about him or her, the individual                
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can still recognize the opportunity to self-express freely ( i.e., increase social power). They can               

do this by keeping their self-concept consistent across environmental contexts.  

Although an individual may be prone to a bad reputation, they can also change this                

reputation by attempting to adopt the most central attributes regarded as important by a group,               

seeking to verify conceptions of themselves as a team member, and contributing uniquely to the               

as a member. For example, if someone were to spread bad information about any give (x) social                 

member, I will make sure to understand the group’s mission statement, internalize such goals,              

and merge those attributes within my self-concept. Then I will make sure that I stay focused on                 

accomplishing any goal expected while representing my unique contribution through          

self-expression (e.g., advocating shared values or traits that pertain to the group and myself,              

word written). This will not only allow the individual to regain his or her reputation, but also                 

help maintain and develop a satisfactory self-concept across time limit standards. 
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